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of experience from well over a hundred development projects in the global aviation industry and offers
a combination of tailor-made IT solutions and special consulting services.
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“Strategic Thinking” is based on the ability to ask the right
questions, to imagine the future, to think in long periods of
time and to anticipate possible changes in society and
market.
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What is SAMS?
Strategic Airport Management
In sports they say, "After the match is before the match". Following this quote, airport operators, as well as
other transportation infrastructure developers, say: "After the project is before the project". In other words
– whenever an airport expansion project or an airport reorganization project is completed, the next project is already waiting for realisation. Thereby smaller airports differ from larger airports only in size of the
projects, but mostly not in complexity of the decision-making process. Due to the size of airport development projects but also due to the comprehensive consequences of such decisions for the whole business/
tourism location (the catchment area), decisions to be made by airport operators are always extremely
complex issues and require strategic thinking and strategic management.

Strategic Thinking

Strategic
Management

Sustainaable
Management

“Strategic Thinking” is based on the ability





to ask the right questions (creative understanding),
to imagine the future (to create visions),
to think in long periods of time and
to anticipate possible changes in society and market.

In general, “Strategic Management”, understood as conscious, logically structured action, affects all decisions that influence the basic orientation of an organisation. Strategic management of an airport in its
day-to-day tasks, means




to meet the desires and needs of passengers and airlines, as well as many other customer and
stakeholder groups to a maximum extent,
to adapt the entire organization to changing market conditions in the aviation industry and
to constantly develop advantages over old and new competitors.

In addition, and unlike to other companies, airport operators are acting as transportation infrastructure
developers and as highly specialised municipalities, which must also keep in mind public service objectives and long-term implications of their decisions for the company itself, the airport site and the whole
catchment area.
“Strategic / Sustainable Airport Management” as a management technique and working process means
above all





to steadily collect and analyse new data
to assess possible consequences by elaborating alternative development scenarios,
to integrate a series of single, strategically relevant decisions into an overall context,
to evaluate strategic options on a long-term forecast horizon,
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to create and steadily update a “Strategic Airport Development Concept” and
to communicate this development program both internally and to all customer segments and
stakeholder groups.

To elaborate and to implement long-term airport development programs, several internal divisions of the
airport operator must interact with each other and must communicate with a number of external decision-makers, whose targets may not be always in line. Thereby every strategically relevant decision of the
airport operator should be explainable and traceable. This places high quality requirements on the planning and information system of the airport operator – in terms of completeness, level of integration and
transparency. In shortest possible terms this means that all elementary aspects of airport planning must
be included and must be logically linked. Such elementary aspects of airport planning are







Traffic – air traffic and ground traffic (airside and landside) demand forecasts for both, overall and peak volumes
Capacity – human resource and asset capacity demand forecasts as well as the resulting capital expenditure programs and
operating costs, which should be directly linked to traffic demand and quality standards
Finance – financial forecasts (revenues, costs, assets, equity
and liabilities, cashflows, etc.), which must be based on both,
traffic demand and capacity demand and
Environment – forecasts of external effects of air traffic at the
airport site as well as within a wider catchment area (including
macro-economic impact and environmental effects).

Any change in forecast assumptions must be traceable and reflected in the overall results. The consequences of varying assumptions in alternative forecast framework scenarios or alternative strategic options must be comparable and valuable. By such “thinking in scenarios” future opportunities and risks,
which may arise, can be identified and considered in the overall development program.
Furthermore, it should also be borne in mind that the implementation of large-scale “flagship projects” or
strategic initiatives normally extend beyond the short-term budget horizon of one or two years and initial
assumptions might change over time. Additionally, over longer periods of time, of course completely new
market developments and technology innovations can emerge, triggering changes to the corporate
strategy and thus also to the structure of your business planning model. Therefore, the planning and information system of an airport operator should be able to react to all this and thus have enough flexibility,
a long-term planning horizon as well as up-to-date input data.
Completeness – integration – flexibility – long-term planning horizons – up-to-datedness. This all makes
clear that most of strategic airport management aspects cannot be solved with usual instruments such
as annual budgeting systems or other short-term corporate planning tools. Rather, a truly integrated planning and reporting tool is required, that continuously collects, analyses and processes most actual market
information into the system, maps possible developments by providing short-, medium- and long-term
scenario forecasts, identifies potential opportunities and risks and offers alternative decision-making support (multi-dimensional planning).
As airports depend not only on corporate goals but also on public service objectives, decisions additionally may be viewed and evaluated out of the point of view of external stakeholders (multi-perspective
decision-making). By doing so, many problems, which may arise in subsequent implementation processes
can be recognized at a very early stage.
Only by using such a strategic management tool, the airport top management can set strategic objectives and define general guidelines to align the entire company as well as to initiate the required implementation processes, to be executed by highly motivated employees contributing their entire know-how
as a prerequisite for a modern corporate culture and creating a learning organization.
If all these requirements are covered, we can truly speak of a “Smart Airport Management Solution”.
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S AMS – Smart Airport Management Solutions
SAMS is a new toolkit with many additional options to support the strategic management of airports.
Thereby SAMS should not necessarily be a substitute for, but as a contemporary extension of already
existing airport planning and reporting systems. Of course, if parts of the planning and reporting system
of an airport operator are missing or do not meet the raised quality requirements, SAMS offers adequate
solutions in all basic fields of airport planning. Thereby SAMS supports the collection of up-to-date market
and corporate data, analyses and condenses the collected data and provides the condensed data as
a structured information basis for integrated forecasts on corporate and business segment level. In this
process both, actual historical data from various sources as well as data out of operational budgeting or
controlling systems can be transferred to the calculation models.
But for all that, the most important unique selling proposition of our innovative tool is that it enables decision-makers to put strategically relevant, decisions regarding single projects or separated programs into
an overall context to elaborate an integrated airport development concept, Thus, SAMS creates the core
base for truly sustainable airport management that combines economic, ecological and social goals of
an airport operator. Seen as a working tool for aviation experts SAMS is

a special planning and reporting system tailored for airport operators only
an integrated all-in-one solution, supporting all elementary airport planning fields
a combination of strategy design tools with calculation systems
an interactive and team-oriented decision-making tool
an early warning system to support the strategic risk managment of airport operators

TAILORED FOR AIRPORT OPERATORS
As a specialised industry solution, SAMS focuses exclusively on the special conditions and business models
of the air transport industry. Thanks to its modular structure, SAMS can be tailored and fine-tuned to meet
the individual requirements of airport operators of any size or organizational structure.
The solution is based on the experience and know-how out of more than 150 airport development projects
of different size and different type all around the globe and the know-how of a wide range of scientific
development partners. As part of these projects, numerous methods and concepts for strategic management were tested and implemented in corresponding planning systems.
In recent years significant progress has been made in scientific research across a wide range of industries,
the results of which can also be used in the aviation infrastructure industry. Especially findings and technological improvement in dealing with large data volumes and in connection with various forms of digitization open a range of new options to be used in diverse fields like “Financial Airport Controlling”, “Airport
Marketing & Customer Relationship Management”, “Strategic Airport Capacity Management”, “Airport
Innovation & Quality Management” as well as in the field of “Airport Sustainability Management”.
To be useful and efficient in the aviation infrastructure industry, each of such new tools requires a special
form that translates abstract concepts from science to practice or from other industries into the language
of aviation experts. This is exactly what SAMS is doing.
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INTEGRATED ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION
Generally, SAMS is subdivided into separated “modules” according to the four elementary fields of airport
planning (“Traffic” – “Capacities” – “Finance” – “Environment”). In principle, each module can be used
independently as a stand-alone tool, if required also in a decentralized organization (for example in different departments or in different companies). The interfaces between the individual modules stay intact
even if the modules are processed in different departments or at different times.
As one of the four core planning elements, "Traffic" includes all planning contents that
are concerned with traffic and the development of the traffic-related sales potential
of an airport operator. Therefore the traffic forecast must determine all marketrelated quantitaty factors relevant to the planning of the airport, both air traffic
(passengers, air cargo, air mail, aircraft movements, etc.) and ground traffic on
airside (groundhandling volumes, catering volumes, aircraft fuelling, etc.) as well as
on landside (accompanying persons, visitors and guests, employees on site, landside
transportation mix, etc.) and must show both overall and peak indicators (peak days and peak hours).
Another core planning element, "Capacity", covers all planning parameters which
deal with the development of the airport's two main production factors, namely
human resources capacities and asset and equipment capacities. This element has
been technically divided into two modules for "personnel capacity" and "asset
capacity". Both are based on the results of traffic planning and map future capacity
requirements, assuming separately defined quality standards. Based on the thereof
resulting capacity requirement profiles, the expected capital expenditure programs
and the resulting operating costs are determined. Thus, a big share of the overall operating costs of the
airport operator can already be set in direct relation to traffic volumes and thus made plausible.
The third core element of airport planning is, like in any other organisation, the
company's financial performance (at group level). For this purpose, the core
planning element "Finance" was created, which supports forecasts of all important
financial indicators, such as revenues and costs, profit and loss accounts, assets and
liabilities as well as cashflows of the airport operator. Financial forecasts build on both,
traffic forecasts and capacity forecasts, which deliver the most important driving
factors. By combing this with “pricing factors”, all essential financial indicators can be
determined and translated into a corresponding financing concept (financing sources and cash
allocation).
The fourth core planning element "Environment" deals with the direct, indirect and
induced effects of air traffic at and around the airport. Thereby, both macro-economic effects of aviation at national and regional level (such as value added, jobs
and taxes paid) and environmental aspects such as use of resources as well as the
environmental impact of aviation (such as noise and pollutants in the vicinity of the
airport) are taken into account.
All modules are linked conceptually (in terms of logical connections) and technically (in terms of data
interfaces). This provides a logical link between traffic, capacities, financing and external effects, both in
historical data analysis and in forecasts. By linking all elementary planning fields, the effects of individual
measures on the overall results can be identified and evaluated accordingly, alternative options
(strategies) can be compared with each other and be checked in terms of dependencies on external
risk factors. Such calculations can always be used as an explanation and justification for strategic
decisions and can be made transparent also for external stakeholders.
To support the technical integration of the modules and to make the overall planning processes more
efficient, all modules can be combined in so-called “process elements” which all together cover the
annually recurring planning cycle of an airport operator.
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SAMS provides four standard "process elements":
In our SAMS process element "Analysis" all necessary tools for the analysis and preparation
of basic data required for planning (traffic analysis - capacity analysis - financial analysis
- environmental analysis) are linked. Thus, a structured and regularly updatable data basis
can be created.
In our SAMS process element "Corporate Forecast", all elementary aspects
(traffic forecast - capacity forecast - financial forecast - forecast of the
ecternal effects) are merged into an integrated forecasting model. With the help of this
tool, alternative scenarios (based on alternative forecast assumptions) can be mapped
in a simple way. From a technical point of view, the number of optional scenarios is
basically unlimited and depends only on the complexity of the current decision-making
situation of the airport operator.
Alternative development scenarios created by “SAMS Corporate Forecast” can be evaluated with the help of a "Scoring Model" by using the SAMS process element "Corporate
Strategy". The focus of this process element is to rank various options about their degree
of target achievement and thus to recognize the best strategic option ("best case"). Additionally, this process element also provides the opportunity to view on alternative decision-making options from different perspectives of stakeholders and pressure groups (e.g.,
customers, shareholders, investors, authorities, residents, etc.) to be prepared for potential
implementation issues. Following the selection of the most suitable overall solution and the associated
definition of a general guideline for the entire company, the formulation of the integrated corporate strategy can be elaborated in a further step. These working processes are also supported with corresponding
form-sets, templates and checklists.
Once a generally accepted corporate strategy has been achieved, the SAMS process element "Business
Units" can be used to break down the overall corporate planning to business segments or to
organizational units. For this purpose, business segments are seen as "separated
companies within the company", which can be analyzed and briefly planned short-,
medium- and long term. Thereby existing business segments can be planned on each
detailisation level. At the same time new business segments can also be developed and
embedded in the corporate structure as well as selected business segments can be
deleted from the overall service portfolio at specified points in times. Thus, medium and
long-term changes to the company's overall service program can be mapped.
The whole system is controlled and coordinated via a higher-levelled control element, our so-called SAMS
"Navigation Cockpit". This includes the overall process control, time scheduling as well as data management tools. In addition, this system component also includes an "Airport Management Information System
(AMIS)" in which all planning evaluations and all associated preliminary studies and data bases are integrated in a clear and easy to handle format.
The selection and composition of modules and/or of process elements as well as the level of details to be
used in the calculations and the planning horizon can be determined individually for each airport. The
design of the system is carried out according to the specific requirements of and in close cooperation
with the respective airport operator.
INTERACTIVE STRATEGIC DECISION-M AKING TOOL
SAMS has been designed to be used in teams and to support team-oriented, interactive decision-making
processes. This is made possible mainly by the following aspects:


forward-thinking – comprehensive preparation of decision-making meetings by elaborating a
set of alternative forecast scenarios instead of one-dimensional planning,
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short-term reaction on add-on questions during the meetings – short calculation times of the
integrated calculation models in just a few minutes and clearly arranged results in tabular or
graphical form, available at the same time and
decision support tools – pre-made, discussed and generally accepted “scoring models”, which
are linked to the scenario calculations.

A list of so-called “Strategic Success Factors” (that are those aspects that
are of strategic importance to the success of an airport operator such
as market potential, capacity and flexibility, quality, financial strength,
and environmental orientation) can be defined and used in so-called
“scoring models” to holistically value alternative strategic options. In this
way, key projects as well as strategic concepts can be assessed and
ranked according to their degree of target achievement.
Many usual questions can be answered in advance and additional
questions that may arise at short notice during the decision-making
meetings (regarding the consequences of several assumptions) can be answered short-term. Thus, decision-making processes can be completed during the meeting without interruption.
Another important aspect is, that SAMS is not made for planning experts only. SAMS can be made available to all managers throughout the whole organization. By using SAMS, the top management as well as
all business segment managers can easily work on issues beyond day-to-day business and can develop
their ideas for the future of their business segment. The basic planning structure as well as selected methods, that are used for the overall planning at group level can also be used for parts of the company
(business segments) or for smaller organizational units.
With “holistic thinking”, supported by SAMS, future opportunities and risks can be identified in each specific business segment, objectives and priorities can be set, and measures can be taken, anticipating at
least partly, the steady change in market and technology.
COMBING STRATEGY DESIGN TOOLS AND CALCULATION SYSTEMS
SAMS combines computer-aided calculation models with proven conceptual design methods to elaborate strategic development concepts
and is combined with special reporting and presentation tools.
Through the consistent implementation of generally accepted planning methods and their transfer to an industry-specific language of the
aviation industry, a system is created which allows to combine conceptual planning (in form of verbal descriptions) with quantified business
planning (in form of calculation models). To accomplish this, SAMS provides form-sets and checklists for strategic airport planning, which ensure completeness of the concepts
without having overlapping or contradictory statements as well as a pre-structured planning process to
guide all internal or external participants. By using these form-sets managers can easily elaborate their
concepts for the future development of their business segment and create a kind of background information to explain their quantified forecast assumptions.
The form-sets and checklists used are based on selected strategic planning methods, which have been
successfully applied in various industries and have been transferred into the aviation infrastructure business. The form-sets are combined with calculation models, which deliver quantified background data.
Based on this SAMS supports the formulation of an “Airport Balanced Score Card”, which helps to break
down strategic corporate goals to concrete measures for each business segment. At the same time, the
clear organisational structure of the form set and the overall planning model ensures that all elements
processed during business segment planning can be consolidated later in an overall corporate concept.
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Once the form-sets and checklists have been used to generate the strategic concepts and to elaborate
operational business plans our pre-structured “Report Templates” can be used to easily produce comprehensive reports according to the requirements of the organisation for internal and external reports.
EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
SAMS systematically supports the steady update of strategically relevant information. In this context two
aspects are crucial:



The implementation of a regularly recurring process to update the company's strategic concept
and the corporate plans and
the implementation of a top management information systems

An important step is the regular (annually) review of the currently valid strategies. For this purpose, SAMS
offers so-called “Strategic Audits” as part of which deviations from the intended targets are analysed and
valued. The deviation analysis considers deviations of results, changes in the market framework as well as
deviations in the implementation of the envisaged strategies and should identify the root causes of the
identified deviations to assess whether the deviations are of high or low importance for the future followup of the actually valid strategy. At the end of such an evaluation process, comprehensive and up-todate information and a consistent view within the company's management on the results achieved, on
market framework trends and on the actual implementation status should be in place. This should allow
to determine whether the currently valid strategic development concepts are still functional or whether
appropriate adjustments or corrections must be made.
Additionally, a top management information system, designed as an early warning system should be in
place that indicates changes in the environment or deviations from desired development paths at the
earliest possible point in time. With the "Airport Management Information System (AMIS)" SAMS provides a
special tool which contains organisational specifications of the planning process as well as all pre-evaluations and reports related to corporate planning in a clear and easy to handle format. The AMIS includes:










Process organisation manuals and time schedules related to the planning process
Studies (e.g. market research reports) to be used as basic information materials for the elaboration of corporate plans
Special forecast assessments (e.g. a “Airport Stress Test” or a “Airport Asset Impairment Test”)
Strategic concepts
All currently valid planning reports, e.g.
o “Short-term Budget”
o “Medium-term Business Plan”
o “Long-term Forecast”
Extrapolations and plan updates (monthly or quarterly provided progress reports)
Internal and external reports (e.g. board information, shareholder information, stakeholder information) and
Other reports of strategic importance

All planning reports are made available as written documents or as (partly animated) presentation files.
The pre-structured report templates fit to the calculation models, are automatically connected and can
easily be updated with most actual data.
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Strategic management tools, to be used in all business
segments
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Applications and Improvement Potentials
As an integrated “All-in-one-Solution”, SAMS can be used in various fields of airport management:

Airport Marketing
and Customer
Relationship
Management

Strategic Airport
Capacity Management

Integrated Strategy & Business
Planning

Airport Sustainability Management

Financial Airport
Controlling

Integrated Strategy & Business Planning to meet increasing quality requirements for airport planning, to combine conceptual design with calculation models for all elementary planning fields of
an airport operator (Traffic – Capacities – Finance – Environment) and to do it more efficiently at
the same time.
Airport Connectivity Management to identify transportation network gaps, to find and to convince carriers to develop their route networks and to improve the air transport connectivity of the
business & tourism location. Customer Relationship Management to be up-to-date in all business
relations and to keep your customers informed.
Strategic Capacity Planning to avoid capacity bottlenecks and to keep a balance between the
technical functions beyond day-to-day business. Project-related Decision-making to be able to
dimension key projects correctly, to integrate them into a timetable, to roughly estimate investments and follow-up costs as well as to check their financial feasibility and its environmental acceptance. Innovation and Knowledge Management to address all sorts of sources of new, more
efficient and more customer-friendly solutions.
Airport Information & Early Warning Systems to keep an eye on important goals, to recognize
changes in the market and technology and to react through appropriate adjustments of the
airport development strategy. Strategic Airport Financing to create tailored financing concepts
and to inform equity investors and lenders properly about opportunities and risks.
Environmental Management to keep the airport green, to optimise land, energy and water consumption and to emphasize the environmental orientation of the airport operator. Total Airport
Quality Management to develop best service quality for all users and to integrate and control all
cooperation partners involved. Airport Collaborative Decision-making to integrate economic,
ecological and social goals and to keep your stakeholders informed.
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Ap plications
SAMS is based on a universal concept to be used in a variety of ways or in many fields of the airport
organisation. In general, all important decisions should be based on clearly structured strategy and business planning processes, integrated in terms of content and process to set decisions for single projects or
initiatives in an overall context. Strategic and corporate planning form the point of origin for the implementation of further tools for sustainable airport management.
INTEGRATED STRATEGY AND CORPORATE BUSINESS S PLANNING
Like every year the budget planning for the next financial year and possibly also the medium and longterm planning must be revised. To meet the increasing quality requirements of planning and to do it more
efficiently at the same time, we offer a completely new and innovative product. SAMS is a new type of
computer-aided airport planning and information tool, which







was developed by aviation experts with many years of hands-on experience from a variety of
international airport projects in collaboration with scientific partners and IT-specialists and is
designed solely for the industry-specific requirements of airport operators.
SAMS combines all elementary planning fields relevant to the planning of an airport (traffic –
capacities – finances – external effects) and all necessary planning processes (analysis –
forecasting – strategy development – roll-out) in a complete and fully integrated “All-in-one
solution", which is configured individually for each airport,
provides a wide range of state-of-the-art planning techniques (such as multi-dimensional
scenario planning, multi-perspective scoring models, etc.), and
is an inter-active tool to be used in team-oriented planning processes, enabling short-term and
efficient decision-making processes without neglecting important aspects.

In case your airport already has a well-developed planning system, SAMS should not be a substitute, but
a contemporary extension that completes the planning system by bringing in previously missing elements,
links the planning components and structures the annually recurring planning processes efficiently. SAMS
provides not only integrated calculation models, but also appropriate planning forms and checklists as
well as a set of standardized report templates.

Planning Form-sets &
Check-Lists

Integrated Forecast
Calculation Models

Report Templates

In addition, we offer our customers the opportunity to implement our software applications based on
software application license agreements as an "in-house" solution, thereby saving time and money.

AIRPORT MARKETING
Another important area of strategic airport management, supported by SAMS is Airport Marketing, which
covers a number of important decisions.
Despite the broad portfolio of services and the complex customer structure of an airport operator, the
central focus of airport marketing is first and foremost the acquisition and support of airlines to develop
attractive air connections. A strong air traffic network is always accompanied by the growth in passenger
volumes, air freight and air mail volumes and consequently by the growth in sales of directly or indirectly
related services. Therefore the primary strategic goal of airport marketing always is expanding and
improving the airport´s air transportation network.
Indeed market development is not only in the solely entrepreneurial interest of the airport operator, but is
also in the focus of a wide public. The increasing globalization and the growing interdependence of the
economies, but also the expected shift of world market centers to distant regions (with a new focus on
Asia), leads to an increasing need for circular, spatial mobility in relation to medium and long-haul
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destinations (for both tourism and business traffic). The secure and efficient accessibility of a business and
tourism location over long traffic routes (connectivity) thus becomes - even more than in the past - a
dominant competitiion factor in the race for prosperity of a region. Thus, the development of aviation is
also a core issue of any regional development and can no longer remain exclusively a matter for single
companies. The development of an attractive air transport network is also of interest for a wide range of
state authorities and industrial pressure groups, which are actively involved in transport policy. These
circumstances have a lasting impact on airport marketing and on the overall sales policy of an airport
operator. Thus the scope of the airport marketing and the number of stakeholders to be be involved, must
be significantly expanded.
“Air Connectivity Management” includes all measures to be taken to
identify transportation network gaps, to find and to convince carriers
to develop their route networks and to improve the air transport conAir Connectivity
nectivity of the whole business and tourism location. SAMS helps to
identify such connectivity gaps by analysing the existing route netManagement
work of your airport in relation to the macro-economic potential of the
business & tourism location. Based on this, SAMS helps to find the right
carriers and to provide tailored information to convince those carriers
to develop their route network at your airport. Furthermore, SAMS supports all measures to be taken to
organize a platform of local co-operation partners to create an attractive and comprehensive service
offer to air carriers.
As for all other companies, customer care and the ongoing
Airport Customer- optimization of customer relationship in the context of a well organised
“Customer Relationship Management (CRM)” is also a central aspect
Relationship-Man- of strategic management. Airport operators must operate in a highly
inhomogeneous market with a broad spectrum of customer groups
agement (CRM)
sometimes having contrary goals. Furthermore there are direct
dependencies between envisaged sales expansion and potential
handling capacities gaps during peak hours. Especially in such an complicated environment, a strong
customer relationship management combined with long-term capacity management beyond day-today business can make a big difference. SAMS supports the information management to and from all
customer groups as well as external stakeholders of an airport operator and helps to solve problems in a
collaborative way.
STRATEGIC CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
Not only marketing and sales promotion is of strategic importance for an airport operator, but also the
smart management of its capacity. To avoid delays in processing every airport operator must always take
care to make the best possible use of its assets, its equipment capacities and its human resources and to
make all reserves available, especially during peak traffic hours.
The optimal use of capacities of an airport operator and its cooperation partners (such as handling agents, air traffic control
Strategic Airport
organisations, etc.) in daily business is part of operational capacity
Capacity Planmanagement. However, issues beyond the short-term decision-making
period regarding a sustainable, demand-oriented development of the
ning
airport facilities cannot be solved by short-term operational capacity
management. Fundamental questions about skyrocketing capacity
expansions are subject to “Strategic Airport Capacity and Investment Program Management”. Thereby it
must always be borne in mind that the useful development of the handling capacity of an airport cannot
be done with a single expansion project, but depends on a long list of expansion measures in a wide
range of technical functions to be coordinated. Key projects, already subject of complex project
planning, must beyond that, also be combined in short-, medium- and long-term expansion programs.
Some of such expansion measures are subject to extensive environmental impact assessments, in which
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not only the single project itself, but also parts of the overall technical development program of the whole
location are audited.
SAMS supports “Strategic Airport Capacity and Investment Program Management” by providing longterm forecasts for airport assets and equipment capacities, which are directly connected with long-term
traffic forecasts and quality standards. Capacity requirements based on these two components (traffic
volumes and quality standards) result in short-, medium- and long-term investment programs and thereof
calculated asset-related operating costs. Alternative investment scenarios assuming other traffic scenarios or other quality targets are directly connected and lead to other investments and asset-related cost
plans. So alternative strategies can be calculated, compared and valued.
Another complex issue for airport operators is “Project-related Decision-making” for key extension projects and strategic initiatives. Airport operator decisions about key extension projects are always extremely complex issues requiring strategic thinking due to the relative
size of the projects, but also because of the extensive consequences
of such decisions on the entire business and tourism location and the
local environment of the airport.

Project-related
decision-making

Like all other airports, your airport faces now such a fundamental decision for or against the next major
expansion project. Even before you trigger further costs for the detailed technical planning of the project,
it would be helpful to be able to dimension the project correctly, integrate it into a timetable, roughly
estimate the investment and follow-up costs and to check roughly its financial feasibility and its environmental acceptance.
But even if a fundamental decision to implement the project has already been made, there are a variety
of alternative options and project variations (e.g. about the dimension of the project, the envisaged quality level or the timing), whose advantages and disadvantages must be compared, Of course, some of
the capacity bottlenecks expected in the foreseeable future may not have been recognized yet.
Even this problem can also be solved in a simple way by using SAMS. With its "Integrated Project and
Corporate Planning System" SAMS offers an innovative approach for the diagnosis and the holistic assessment of strategically relevant extension projects. The most important USP of SAMS is that it always puts
decisions about single projects in a context to the overall corporate planning of the corporation and
enables a holistic assessment of the project going beyond purely financial aspects. To do that SAMS offers
a bundle of field-tested, easy-to-use tools in an integrated "all-in-one solution":

Multi-dimensional
Scenario Planning

Integrated Project
Assessment

Holistic Scoring Models

In any case, it would be worthwhile to design your lead project according to your strategic goals, to set
the course today for strategically important decisions and to identify possible sources of problems at an
early stage. At least you can avoid unnecessary project planning and development costs if you define
the right framework at an early stage.
From capacity management, it is no major leap to the company's innovation and knowledge
management that should help to address all sorts of sources of new,
better and more customer-friendly solutions and to support innovation.
Innovation and
The systematic search for improvements, integrated into the daily
Knowledge Maworking processes promotes the development of employees and the
quest for continuous improvement leads to the desire to detect,
nagement
address and eliminate errors. Ideally, this results in a company-wide
learning process, a first step towards becoming a "learning enterprise".
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STRATEGIC AIRPORT CONTROLLING
With the creation of a corporate strategy and the planning of key projects alone, a plan-compliant
implementation is far from guaranteed. Implementing a strategy or a lead project often requires many
years of work processes, which can be specified less precisely as the time horizon progresses. It should
also be clear that once defined concepts cannot be regarded as rigid guidelines not reacting to
changes in the environment. On contrary, we must keep an eye on important goals but also react on
changes in the environment through appropriate adjustments to individual decisions or the entire
development concept at the same time. Therefore, at least once within a planning cycle, a review of
strategies and programs defined in the previous planning cycle should be carried out. In this context,
"Strategic Airport Controlling" is an instrument to systematically control the strategy course.
SAMS supports "Strategic Airport Controlling" by providing an “Airport Management Information System
(AMIS)”, designed as an early warning system. This reporting and information system shows an up-to-date sample of strategically relevant
Airport Managereports such as short-, medium- and long-term planning reports,
monthly or quarterly extrapolations and updates, special reports rement Information
garding risk assessments (such as an “Airport Stress Test” or an “Airport
System
Asset Impairment Test” or other reports to be defined by the user. Furthermore, Furthermore, SAMS provides special methods and tools
(form-sets and check-lists) to organise “Strategic Audits” for the overall
organisation or for special business segments.
Another important application field for financial planning tools is the development of “Financing
Strategies” and communication with financing partners. The rapid expansion of airport capacity and the
associated large-scale investments can usually not be financed solely from the company's operating
cashflow. Therefore partners are required who participate in financing
of major projects. Both equity investors and lenders want to be
informed about the company and the opportunities and risks
Strategic
associated with aviation infrastructure business. But it is not just these
Airport Financing partners that need to be provided with regular information. As
infrastructure developers, even airport operators are of public interest
and thus a wide variety of project funding at regional, national or
supranational level is available. Potential funds from such sources are
usually subject to the same or similar procurement rules as with bank loans and can only be made
available if the promotional pots are known and the rules for applying are met.
SAMS supports “Strategic Airport Financing” by providing short-, medium- and long-term financial forecasts assuming alternative financing strategies for the corporation or for selected business segments and
projects. Usual questions arising in approval processes related to financing issues can easily be answered
by using SAMS multi-dimensional scenario planning techniques.
AIRPORT SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT
All aspects of strategic management are geared to the sustainable development of the company and
the airport location. In this context, sustainability is not interpreted as a purely ecological motive, but is
intended to describe a sustainable development in which economic, ecological and social goals are
united. Especially for infrastructure developers decisions that need to be taken today should therefore
always cover medium- and long-term consequences, rather than just short-term financial goals. Strategic
thinking and sustainable airport management thus require a planning and information system that reflects
future developments holistically and over a long period of time. Only such an extended view shows
chances and improvement potential, but above all, shows possible strategic mistakes with sometimes
irreparable consequences to be avoided.
SAMS supports “Airport Sustainability Management” by providing short-, medium- and long-term forecasts
covering both, financial aspects and a wide range of non-monetary goals to elaborate holistic airport
development strategies.
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By elaborting airport development startegies it must be recognised that not only direct costumers or end
users influence the development of the airport, but also those people who live in the vicinity of the
location. Today, especially in well developed, industrialized countries no organisation can act against the
resistance of neighbors or even against a broad public. Whenever a broad front is against aviation, its
too late to emphasize the environmental orientation of the airport operator.
“Environmental Airport Management” should start well in advance
and channel all efforts of the airport operator and its co-operation
Environmental
partners
towards
environmentally
friendly
development.
Environmental management not only includes protection against
Airport Managenoise and pollutants, but also all those measures that conserve
ment
environmentally relevant resources (such as land, energy and water).
Therefore, "Airport Sustainability Management" also means dealing
with strategically important resources in such a way that they remain
usable for the next generations. Environmental management offers clear and transparent planning to its
partners and the public and objectively reveals the advantages and disadvantages of aviation. But at
the same time it offers a package of measures for the optimal management of scarce environmental
resources and thus prepares important decisions. Of course, those positive economic impulses which air
traffic is capable to generate at the airport location itself, in the direct environment but also in the entire
catchment area of the airport, must always be shown. This will also demonstrate the personal benefits
and benefits of each individual, resulting on a well-developed, international aviation network.
Sustainability is also in close connection with the “Total Quality Management” of an airport, which not
only covers its own products and services, but ultimately all services provided at the airport location (and
often also on the way to / from the location) for customers or end users
(passengers, accompanying persons, visitors, etc.). The image of the
Total Airport Qua- airport or of the airport operator depends not only on its own services,
but also on the services of its co-operation and service partners. "Total
lity Management Airport Quality Management" is therefore a strategic management
task and should include the quality control measures of all
subcontractors and cooperation partners.
SAMS supports “Total Airport Quality Management” by involving all technical and operational funtions of
the airport in medium- and long-term capacity planning processes. Medium- and long-term land use
planning with SAMS shows all capacities required by the airport operator as well as all space required by
its co-operation partners (such as air traffic control, ground handling agents, etc.) and thus garantuee
overall quality standards.
The keyword "Airport Collaborative Decision Making (Airport CDM)", an European Union-initiated process
for improving operational efficiency and integrating airports into the European air traffic network, also
calls for strategic leadership capabilities and methods. Airports are
service providers, infrastructure operators, business locations,
Strategic Airport
neighbors as well as strategic competition factors of the business and
tourism location and are therefore in the focus of many stakeholders
Collaborative Dewhose goals often diverge widely. Decisions on major flagship projects
related to the region's infrastructure are of public interest and are
cision Making
subject to extensive reviews long before they are implemented,
weighing the interests of all stakeholders. "Strategic Airport
Collaborative Decision Making" goes beyond the usual requirements of Airport CDM and attempts to
involve not only the airport's direct co-operation partners (the airline companies, air traffic control and
groundhandling agents) in decision-making processes, but also a wider circle to consider not just
operational but also strategic issues.
SAMS supports Airport Sustainability Management by providing short-, medium- and long-term forecasts
regarding external effects of air traffic within the catchment area. Thereby we show macro-economic
effects (like working places provided by the air traffic industry, taxes paid, etc.) on the one hand and
environmental effects (like noise, pollutants, etc.) on the other hand. By assuming alternative strategies
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for the whole corporation or for selected business segments and projects alternative scenarios can be
used to form a holistic picture and to find the “best case”.

S AMS I mprovement Potentials
However, above all others, SAMS has two key optimization potentials:

Quality Improvements

Time- and Cost Saving

Promotion of strategic thinking

Reduction of internal planning costs

Team work

Reduction of internal planning costs

Besides the implementation of various helpful new planning methods and techniques, our new tool-kit
supports “Strategic Thinking” on top management level as well as on business segment level and thus
creates the base for a modern and customer-oriented corporate culture. Teamwork and team-oriented
decision-making processes access the entire know-how of the company, all its employees and its stakeholders and prevent the emergence of conflicts in a steadily more complex environment.
If all potential quality improvement has already been exhausted, SAMS is able to reduce time and costs
for planning and reporting significantly. By using pre-structured planning form-sets and checklists, automated data exchange interfaces, integrated forecast calculation models and pre-structured report templates the internal planning and reporting costs can be capped. But even more important than these
potential savings are the potential savings in usually outsourced planning functions and consulting services, which can be reduced through the targeted use of SAMS. Simply by implementing the entire planning system as an in-house solution, a wide range of planning activities can in insourced and by setting
more precise targets and standards external costs for recurring planning works can be reduced.
Depending on the area of application and the intensity of use in the respective area, it can be assumed
that the purchase of a SAMS application license will pay for itself within a short time, usually within two
accounting periods.
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Get know-how in-house and save time and
money
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How to implement SAMS?
Technological Base
SAMS uses “state-of-the-art software technologies” without having to bear their technical development
risks and software base maintenance aspects.







Technology base: All components are software applications based on well-known Microsoft Business
Intelligence Tools. All software technologies used by SAMS are constantly maintained and continuously updated by the world's largest business software provider. SAMS application users can thus always take advantage of a state-of-the-art software technology and at the same time rely on the
fact that these technologies will be available for the long term.
Interfaces: SAMS provides interfaces to a variety of software products and technologies (such as statistical airport databases, financial accounting programs, CAD systems and simulation tools, etc.) that
are tailored to the individual needs of the user as part of the system implementation.
Hardware requirements: SAMS can be installed on the server network and / or on laptops. The technical requirements for the hardware are met by each airport operator without significant investments.

I mplementation Process
To implement SAMS we offer a simple "step-by-step approach" that enables a phased introduction, which
is unusual in the consulting industry:

Test







External Service

In-house Solution

Phase I – System test with real data: To get to know each other better, in the first phase we offer a
comprehensive system test using real data of the airport operator. In this process all functions and
options of SAMS can be tested in detail with real airport data. Based on the results of the tests, a
precise specification can be made and used to modify the standard models.
Phase II – External service: For those users who do not have sufficient working capacity for an in-house
solution at the time being, we offer the option to elaborate the corporate business plans externally,
working as an external service provider. For this purpose, a separated data area is set up on our
computer system. All necessary works in connection with strategy development and corporate business planning (data analysis, preparation of forecast calculations, elaboration of a strategic concept, drafting of business plans, preparation of reports and presentation documents, etc.) will be
carried out by our AI-MS experts in cooperation with an internal team, nominated by the airport operator. Later, if enough personnel capacities are available, the software application will be handed
over to the customer.
Phase III – In-house solution: For those users who have enough working capacities, AI-MS offers the
option to purchase a license application. Thus, the complete software application including all
basic data is installed on the computer system of the airport operator and can subsequently be
used by the employees of the airport operator themselves.

Of course, we are also ready to skip phases I and II and implement the software application immediately
as an in-house solution.
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Licensing
All user rights for SAMS as well as the industrial know-how to support the users lie with AI-MS Aviation Infrastructure Management Systems GmbH (AI-MS for short), a 100% private and independent service provider, which guarantees data security but also an unprejudiced and transparent assessment of strategically relevant issues. SAMS license application rights can be bought or rented:
Purchase or Rent: All rights to use SAMS are
granted based on licensed usage rights. Such licensed usage rights may be granted either for
an unlimited duration (purchase) or for a specific
period (rent).

Single or Multi Airport License: Normally a SAMS
licensed usage right is assigned to a use for a single airport (geographical location). Once implemented, the in-house solution can be used by all
employees of the airport operator. A "Multi Airport License" includes the right to use the application for several, pre-specified airports.

Support Services and Know-how Transfer
For all software applications comprehensive services are available to support the user on request. This
includes technical support services, industry-specific consulting services and know-how transfer to the
employees of the airport operator.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Our "Technical Support Services" include:






"Help Desk Services" – for short-term arising questions, AI-MS experts can be contacted who either
answer questions directly or work "online" using the respective computer models together with the
customer.
"Data Exchange Services" – we support the update of data in the planning models, such as traffic
statistics and financial data that are usually acquired after the completion of the annual financial
statements. Of course, even during the year, data updates can be carried out on the basis of quarterly or monthly statements or can even been made on the same day (e.g. traffic data).
"System Updates & Process Management Services" – new features developed after the implementation are installed free of charge and improvements in the workflow are constantly developed.

Special services for the elaboration of strategic concepts and/or for the design of organisational projects
are generally not part of the Technical Support Services but are offered separately on request as "Consulting Services".
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CONSULTING SERVICES
To support the user in the elaboration of strategic concepts and corporate business plans, AI-MS offers
comprehensive “Consulting Services” carried out by internationally experienced aviation experts. Unlike
other consultants, AI-MS experts have the right to use SAMS as a tool and take full advantage of such a
fully integrated planning and information system.
PRELIMINARY STUDIES
A special form of conceptual support are preliminary studies
and basic information for the planning of the airport.
The focus here is on the collection and preparation of market
information and industry-specific data (industry-specific trends,
strategic success factors, analysis of the catchment area, key
figures, etc.), and on analysing data of the airport operator
such as human resource capacities or capacities of technical
facilities (assets and equipment)as well as the operational
processes.
Our advantage over other know-how providers lies in the fact
that the core content and examination methods correspond
with the planning model and thus all the data required by the
integrated planning system is determined. Conversely, no "unusable" data is produced.
EVALUATIONS
Airport Stress Test (risk analysis)
As a part of the planning process and the "risk management" of the airport operator, certain activities
must be carried out at regular intervals. For this purpose the risk position of the company should be
evaluated. SAMS provides standardized process flows and systematically structured forecast calculations
(multi-dimensional development scenarios) that are summarized in special risk analysis reports which can
be individually prepared according to the requirements of the addressees.
A “Stress Test” is a risk management tool used by the financial industry to simulate the effects of changing risk factors or combinations of such changes using
scenario planning techniques. Our "Airport Stress Test" refers to industry-typical
risk factors or typical test scenarios of an airport operator. To elaborate such risk
analysis, the key risk areas of the respective airport are defined and tested by
appropriate changes of forecast assumptions with regard to their impact on the
organization. In most cases, the scenarios to be worked out relate to
•

•
•

•
•

abrupt changes in market demand, taking into account both sharp declines in demand (for example the bankruptcy a major airline) or sudden increases in demand
(for example, the short-term market entry of a new major airline),
external intervention in market access rights (for example changes in legal market access rules
in the catchment area),
the simulation of significant technical-operational problems and the resulting budget deviations
in key projects (for example deadline and/or cost overruns, etc.) or the occurrence of new expansion restrictions),
the definition of new or more stringent pricing regulations,
operational restrictions (e.g. for special routes or for night flights, etc.), etc.
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Airport Asset Impairment Test
An important aspect of business segment planning is the use of the system for the
valuation of individual assets of the Company, whose balance sheet recoverability
is to be defeated in accordance with the applicable International Accounting
Standards (IAS). Unforeseeable impairments of assets are regulated in International
Accounting Standards (IAS 36 "Impairment of Assets"). Unforeseeable impairment
losses are incurred if they are not recognized through scheduled depreciation. The
objective of an “Airport Asset Impairment Test” is to ensure that the individual assets
are not valued at more than the return that is associated with their use in the future.
STRATEGIC CONCEPTS
Based on the results of the studies and information materials described above, we offer the elaboration
(formulation) of strategic development concepts and measures to achieve pre-defined corporate goals.
This means that we substantially describe the way to develop the airport or selected segments of the
airport. In combination with the associated computational models the quantitative impact of such
measures remains transparent and consistent. On request the following strategic concepts are offered as
standards:

Market and Sales Development
Strategy

Human Resource and Organizational Strategy

Technical Development Strategy

Financial Strategy

Environmental Strategy

Integrated Airport Development
Concept

Thereby AI-MS experts prepare draft concepts based on the statistical data of the airport and other existing information materials, to be presented in so-called “Interim Workshops” and discussed with the internal planning team of the airport operator. Thereafter, the changes adopted during the interim workshop
is incorporated into the concept as well as in the forecast calculations. Based on the results a final report
will be elaborated and presented to the internal planning team and/or to the top management including
all ancillary calculations and detailed evaluations.
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KNOW-HOW TRANSFER
Many years of experience and our proven expertise in the aviation industry enable us to offer our services
in various roles and functions, such as an external consultant, management trainer or project manager
of planning teams. Thereby we
•
•
•

assist in the (re-)organization of planning processes
offer staff training in the context of "Expert Trainings" and
organise publicly accessible seminars

ORGANISATIONAL CONSULTING
Within the framework of organizational projects, we analyse the recurring process flows regarding the
planning and information system of the respective airport and, based on this, make suggestions for improving these processes. The aim of such suggestions for improvement is always either to improve the
quality or the content of strategic and corporate plans or, if this already meets all requirements, to reduce
the time and costs for planning.
AIRPORT EXPERT IN-HOUSE TRAININGS
As part of our "Airport Expert In-House Training", we support our customers on site in the implementation
of new applications, in-house training of employees in the area of strategic management and corporate
planning, the introduction of new planning methods and the implementation of organizational concepts.
All training is conducted as "on-the-job trainings" with the support of our real-time SAMS planning models
and based on concrete issues from the daily lives of airport employees.
PUBLIC SEMINARS
Our publicly accessible workshop program offers participants a variety of topics from all areas of strategic
airport management. In our workshops, specialist lectures alternate with practical examples in which solutions and tried-and-tested methods are presented. It shows many different planning tools, calculation
models and reporting formats that can be used to develop solutions in an efficient and transparent way.
Meet colleagues from other airports and discuss your problem from airport expert to airport expert.
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